
 «The most versatile powder I have ever 
used in all my 20+ years in the industry! I can 
achieve slow, gentle and clean lift with the 5vol 
emulsion or complete full head lift with the 30vol 
peroxide. The end result is shiny, healthy and 
uncompromised hair and scalp that doesn’t even 
know it’s been through such an important 
process.»

Nana du Pont, Purple Hair Design

 «Our Ligh10 gel toners are off the chart 
amazing!! Available in four distinct tones (natural, 
ash, platinum, and white) they make achieving any 
tone on light blonde hair possible. Formulated with 
an easy to use gel consistency for application by 
way for bottle, bowl and brush, or with your hands 
directly at the shampoo bowls. These toners 
process 2-10 minutes depending on porosity. 
They're long-lasting and create amazing shine and 
combability.»

Tammy Cox, Serenity Salon and Spa

 «Light 10 products are the tools that help 
the stylist lift the hair where other products fall short, 
our should I say break apart the hair shaft, the 
technology behind the light 10 tools allow you too lift 
the hair while conditioning at the same time. Leaving 
the hair healthier and lighter after proper application, 
then before the service.»

Peter Vargas, Vargas Salon and Spa

www.z-oneconceptusa.com



blue tone controller

                 bleach is formulated specifically for use 
with milk_shake oxidizing emulsions or No Inhibition 
Multicolor developers.

bleaching

A line of professional bleaches and oxidizers
that allow you to create the perfect level of 
bleaching desired.                   reduces  golden 
tones, leaving hair soft, manageable and shiny.                                            
                controller gel toners are designed 
for gentle toning of bleached or naturally white 
hair.
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Conditioning lightening and toning powder

                       is an innovative formula that allows profes-
sional hairdressers to create highlights and at the same 
time reduce golden tones. Silk proteins and cationic 
conditioner Polyquaternium-10 connect conditioning 
agents to the proteins during lightening and guarantee 
soft, de-tangled and radiant hair.                             is versa-
tile and adaptable to different lightening techniques. It’s 
not volatile and is easy to use, with a pleasant creamy 
texture. It doesn’t drip, it doesn’t swell and it maintains 
its moisture during application.

Directions: shake product before using. Mix each 
measure of                        in a non-metallic bowl with 
approx. 2 measures of oxidizing cream, choosing the 
desired volumes, 10, 20, 30 or 40 vol. depending on the 
levels to be lightened and the speed of processing time 
required to reach the desired level. To obtain perfect 
results we suggest using the mixed compound immedi-
ately after its preparation on dry, unwashed hair. After 
use, seal the bag or container.

Processing time: this depends on the degree of 
desired lightening, on the type and natural level of hair 
to be lighted. After 50 minutes the lightening action 
stops. Periodically check the level of lightening – 
if using a heat source, check more frequently. When the 
desired level is reached, rinse well and proceed with a 
conditioning shampoo.
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enhanced moisturizing gel toner

Four delicate and efficient toners enriched with condition-
ing agents, wheat germ, honey and avocado oil to preserve 
the hair’s structure during technical toning services.
Each one has a specific hue and a different toning action 
for perfect control of undesired tones after bleaching. It can 
also be used on natural white hair to give more radiance 
and on faded partial bleaches to give uniform results.

white / platinum / light ash blond / natural blond

Use:
1. application
Prepare a toning mix just before use. Dose the quantity of 
toner necessary in a non-metallic bowl and add 
milk_shake activating emulsion following the ratio of 1 + 1 
(e.g. 25ml of ligh[10] tone controller + 25 ml of 
milk_shake activating emulsion). Wash the hair with 
milk_shake® deep cleansing shampoo. Get rid of excess 
water with a towel and apply the mix to the hair that 
needs toning. The processing time will vary between 5 
and 20 minutes depending on the tone that needs to be 
reached and the hair’s porosity.

2. rinse
At the end of the processing time add some warm water 
and create an emulsion for the toner and then rinse well, 
wash with a delicate shampoo and condition with a 
suitable conditioner.

ligh[10] tone controllers are formulated for use 
with milk_shake activating 5 vol. and intensive 
activating 18 vol. emulsions.


